Monaco
Monaco
The MonacoThe Monaco is a comfortable
carved top single cutaway design built with a
solid Maple cap on Mahogany and a set neck
for great tone. The MONF-CS is visually
stunning with a Cherry Sunburst Figured
Maple veneer and it features a smooth
playing mahogany set-neck and a Rosewood
fingerboard that is capped off with classy
victory inlays.
MONF-CS-D

Archtop Tremolo
Archtop Tremolo

HAM0004

RRP: £665.83

Monaco Korina

The Archtop TremoloThe Archtop Tremolo is
based on the Hamer Studio body, the third
classic Hamer design introduced in 1977.
Upgraded with a solid Maple top on
Mahogany body, the tone is beefy yet
focused and a Dark Cherry Burst on figured
Maple veneer results in a visually inspiring
instrument. It comes standard with a
Wilkinson Tremolo and classic Hamer
controls and switch orientation.

Monaco Korina

SFTF-CS-D

THE MONACO KORINAThis cool and
lightweight guitar is based on a very limited
edition, much-sought-after, Hamer
customshop model from 2005. Just like that
vintage masterpiece, the new Special K
features a solid Korina single cut body and
Korina neck with Ebony fretboard and jumbo
frets. The two soapbar P90 pickups and
wrap-around Wilkinson bridge deliver awarm
and versatile tone and all the sustain of much
heavier Mahogany solid body guitars. The
blending of the materials with Hamer’s brand
ess...

Sunburst

MONKJ-D-U

HAM0002

RRP: £624.17

HAM0006

RRP: £582.50

Sunburst

HAM0005

RRP: £565.83

The SunburstBased on the original Hamer
flat top Sunburst models from late 1970s, the
new Sunburst blends an old-soul with
best-in-class specification. The body shape
and neck joint are based on the sought-after
vintage Hamer originals. The new Sunburst
features Flamed Maple over a solid
mahogany body and a period authentic
sunburst finish. The fast-playing set neck is
fitted with an ebony fretboard with jumbo
frets. It is equipped with a hard-tail bridge
and the dual hot-rodded zebra Hame...

Special Jr.
SFTF-CS-D

Special Jr.
The Special Jr.A slightly downscale version
of the Sunburst was originally released in
1980. It differed from the Sunburst mainly in
that it lacked binding and an arched top. Built
with a full depth dovetail neck joint and fitted
with a Hamer Dog Eared P-90, the SPJ
provides resonance galore. It may look like a
one-trick pony—but what a ride.
SPJ-NT-D

HAM0001

RRP: £440.83

HAM0003

RRP: £582.50

Archtop
Archtop
The ArchtopThe Archtop is based on the
Hamer Studio body, the third classic Hamer
design introduced in 1977. Upgraded with a
solid Maple top on Mahogany body, the tone
is beefy yet focused and a Transparent Black
on figured Maple veneer results in a visually
inspiring instrument. The Archtop comes
standard with a Tune-o-matic bridge and
classic Hamer controls and switch
orientation.
SATF-TBK-D
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